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Abstract	   	  
Social	   media	   are	   changing	   the	   way	   we	   communicate,	   and	   the	   way	   we	   do	  
business.	   Social	  networking	  platforms	  offer	  businesses	   the	  opportunity	   to	   interact	  
with	  their	  audiences	  in	  a	  peer-­‐to-­‐peer	  environment	  generating	  more	  trust	  than	  with	  
traditional	   one-­‐way	   communications.	   As	   today’s	   most	   prominent	   social	   network,	  
Facebook	   allows	   businesses	   to	   establish	   fan	   pages	   where	   they	   can	   join	   the	  
conversation	  and	  target	  current	  and	  potential	  consumers.	  Knowing	  what	  consumers	  
respond	   to	  helps	  businesses	   generate	   effective	   conversations.	  This	   research	   study	  
examines	   the	   message	   content	   of	   wall	   posts	   for	   the	   five	   top	   Facebook	   product-­‐
marketing	   campaigns.	   It	   looks	   at	   the	   components	   of	   each	   message	   -­‐	   text,	   photo,	  
video,	   and	   links	   -­‐	   and	   tracks	   the	  correlating	  audience	  engagement.	  The	  higher	   the	  
audience	   engagement,	   the	   more	   successful	   the	   message	   is.	   Social	   media	   strategy	  
includes	   multiple	   aspects,	   but	   content	   is	   very	   important.	   Businesses	   can	   use	   the	  
results	  of	  this	  study	  as	  a	  guide	  for	  developing	  and	  implementing	  successful	  content	  
strategy	  on	  social	  networks.	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Definitions	  
 
For the purpose of this study there are some terms that must be defined and understood.  
Social Media: Is defined more by what they do than what they are. Social media 
“provide ways for people to share ideas, content, thoughts, and relationships online. 
Social media differ from so-called “mainstream media’ in that anyone can create, 
comment on, and add to social media content. Social media can take the form of text, 
audio, video, images and communities” (Scott 38).  
 
Social Networking: Is not a tangible object but rather a concept. It occurs when “people 
create a personal profile and interact to become part of a community of friends and like-
minded people and to share information” (Scott 38). 
 
Facebook: An “online social network that enables users to network with family, friends 
and associates, to stay connected with their social graph and share in each other’s 
activities and updates” (Breakenridge, and Solis 186).  
 
Facebook page: A “public profile that enables you to share your business and products 
with Facebook users” (“Help Center”). 
 
Facebook fan page: A a public page of information that anyone can see (“Help Center”).  
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Facebook wall: The center of the profile page used for adding new things like photos, 
videos, notes and other application content. The publisher at the top of your wall allows 
you to update your status and share content through many different kinds of wall posts. 
You can also add content to your friends’ walls by using the publisher box that appears at 
the top of their profile (“Help Center”). 
 
“Like”: On Facebook, users are able to “like” a post by simply clicking the word like 
and a thumbs up appears. For the purpose of this study “likes” are considered a low level 
of engagement. Five “likes” are equal to one comment. 
 
Comment: On Facebook, users are able to leave a comment - a short response - on a 
friend or business’s wall post. Comments are considered a high level of engagement 
because they take more time, thought and effort than a “like”.  
 
Visual Components: Visual components are photos, videos and links. Users and 
companies are able to attach any of these components to a post and publish them on their 
wall.  
 
Engagement: To occupy the attention or efforts of a person or persons. Consists of 
audience responses to product marketing messages. 
	  
Refer	   to	   Image	   1	   on	   the	   following	   page	   for	   a	   visual	   representation	   of	   definitions.	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1	   Introduction	  
	  
	  
Social media have become a part of everyday life and are changing the way we 
communicate with friends, family, employees and consumers. This new era of 
communications has a profound effect on business marketing. Social media have become 
ways to connect and network with key consumer groups. Social networking platforms 
provide a two-way channel of communications where businesses can talk with consumers 
in a peer-to-peer environment, generating more trust than through traditional one-way 
communications.  
Currently, the most prominent social network is Facebook (Breakenridge, and 
Solis 170). Facebook allows businesses to establish fan pages where they can join the 
conversation and target current and potential consumers. However, just because a 
business has a fan page and is posting messages does not mean they are effectively 
reaching their audience. The whole point of social media is to have a conversation. To be 
able to generate a conversation, businesses need to know what consumers respond to and 
interact with.  
This research study examines the messaging content of wall posts for the five top 
Facebook product-marketing campaigns- Skittles, Coca-Cola, Starbucks, Oreo and Red 
Bull. It looks at the components- text, photo, video, and links- and tracks the correlating 
audience engagement. The higher the audience engagement, the more effective the post 
is. Through the results I can determine which characteristics and elements form effective 
Facebook messaging. Social media strategy includes multiple aspects, but content is key.  
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Businesses can use these results as a guide for developing and implementing 
successful social media content strategies. The resulting data of this study can also be 
used as a foundation for further research on building and maintaining effective 
communications across all social media platforms. It’s difficult to keep up with an 
environment where information and technology change so rapidly, but as social 
networking platforms continue to grow as viable and successful ways to reach 
consumers, it is vital they be observed, studied and understood. 
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2	   Literature	  Review	  
2.1 Social Media 
Social media are networking platforms that cultivate relationships through a two-
way channel of communications. Social networks are becoming primary mechanisms for 
connecting with people, promoting ideas, establishing brands, expanding causes and 
providing information. In respect to commercial industries, social media provide ways to 
directly communicate with potential clients in the way the client wants (Kho 32).  
Social media gurus like Brian Solis are evaluating the effectiveness of online 
social media as communications tools and strategies but not examining the actual content. 
Online spaces that enable shared interpersonal communications are of significant social 
importance not only in terms of growth and development, but also engagement. Social 
platforms are merely tools that enable communication with others; they are not 
representative of strategies for how to communicate effectively (Breakenridge, and Solis 
153).  
With the Internet maturing as a commercial platform, the forms of marketing 
content used to connect with consumers have taken a quantum leap due to customer 
expectations for immediacy and responsiveness (Kho 32). Establishing a social media 
presence is not enough; it has to be maintained, developed and successful at generating 
engagement. Creating online marketing content is an ongoing strategic imperative, not a 
one time marketing campaign (Kho 32). The content of what is said and how it is said 
affects the audiences’ perspectives and participation. It does no good to have a social 
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network with 20 million fans if none of them are listening to what is being said and more 
importantly, responding. There is a difference between drawing people into the 
conversation (growth) and keeping them there (engagement). Social networking is about 
people: their likes, dislikes, wants, needs, desires, feelings and opinions. Content needs to 
be personal and engaging.  
 The study of human relationships and the communities people participate in is 
instrumental in any communications program (Breakenridge, and Solis 154). Social 
networking platforms have become a virtual community. There are groups, organizations, 
circles of friends, fans, members, followers and cliques that have formed online like they 
would in physical communities. In social media it is important to understand that before 
engaging anyone, the cultures and behavior of a particular group or fan base need to first 
be observed to understand the immersion necessary to genuinely participate 
(Breakenridge, and Solis 155). Social media are about listening and observing followed 
by participation and engagement; this concept goes for both businesses and consumers 
(Breakenridge, and Solis 194).  
 People’s desire to connect combined with the development of new interactive 
technologies has created a new era of communications (Bernoff, and Li 11). This rapidly 
growing phenomenon called social media is here to stay. As social networking platforms 
continue to grow as viable and successful ways to reach audiences, it is vital that they are 
observed, analyzed, developed and successfully integrated into marketing strategies.  
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2.2 Social Media Marketing Communications vs. Traditional Marketing 
Communications 
With the emergence of online communications tools the concept of marketing has 
shifted over the last five years. The ability to use the Internet effectively has become a 
basic requirement for organizations to survive in today’s market. This new age of 
interacting and networking online is revolutionizing the way we communicate with 
clients/consumers, employees, shareholders/investors, and peers.  
 The content and techniques used in social media messaging are different from 
those used in traditional media. Social media expedite conversations as opposed to 
traditional media that deliver content but do not allow readers, viewers or listeners to 
react to messages or participate in the creation and development of the content (Ward).  
 Social media marketing is communicating with people, not only at them.  Social 
media allow businesses to have a conversation with their audience, whereas, traditional 
advertising is shouting at consumers to try to grab their attention (Bernoff, and Li 102). 
Traditional marketing consists of one message that stays the same (at least for an 
extended period of time) in hopes of being seen multiple times by numerous people like 
on billboards and print advertisements. Social technologies have now given marketers the 
ability to continually and rapidly change their messaging, extend their reach, increase 
word-of-mouth, stimulate conversation and receive feedback almost instantaneously.  
 With social media, businesses are able to build trust with their consumers through 
two-way conversations that they could not do through traditional marketing. Forrester 
marketing surveyed online consumers at the end of 2006; 83 percent of those surveyed 
said they trusted recommendations from friends, and more than half trusted online 
reviews from strangers, while, at the same time, trust in traditional ads was plummeting 
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(Kim). Online social platforms are generating trust because of their peer-to-peer 
environment and conversational nature, two aspects that traditional forms of media 
struggle with. Customer brand perceptions and purchasing decisions are being influenced 
by online communications as consumers increasingly use these social networks as trusted 
sources of information and opinions (Yayli).   
2.3 Social Media for Business 
 Social media are completely changing the way businesses market.  They offer 
businesses and organizations the opportunity to interact with their audiences in a peer-to-
peer environment where they are able to tap into their consumers’ likes, dislikes, thoughts 
and opinions. Businesses can gain insightful feedback by monitoring what consumers are 
saying about them and are able to correct incorrect perceptions by participating in the 
conversation (Breakenridge, and Soli 153).  
Establishing a strong and effective presence across social media platforms can be 
challenging, but it is imperative. Businesses have to socialize to survive. An online social 
presence is necessary to compete for attention and business. If you’re not part of the 
conversation, incorrect perceptions go unmanaged (Breakenridge, and Solis 153).  
Companies should be pursuing five objectives on social media: listening, talking, 
energizing, supporting and embracing (Bernoff, and Li 68). Companies have to think 
about whom they are trying to reach and how to reach them. Companies need to know 
why their story matters to consumers (Breakenridge, and Solis 176). This comes down to 
content. What does the audience want to know? How do they want to be told? What 
components do they interact with? What compels them to respond? The focus of content 
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strategy should be how it will engage consumers and how that engagement will grow 
over time (Bernoff, and Li 71).  
Developing social media strategies and content has become a full time job.  A 
rapidly growing number of companies, especially marketing, public relations and 
advertising agencies, are hiring experts to solely focus on social media marketing 
(Breakenridge, and Solis 192). These social media experts need to be able to listen, 
empathize, respond, advise and evolve the conversation while promoting the brand they 
represent (Bernoff, and Li 195) 
People matter in every aspect of business, and people are online. Social media 
trends cannot be ignored. Their current and potential consumers are on social media, so 
they should be too. (Breakenridge, and Solis 194) 
2.4 Facebook 
  With more than 500 million users in the United States (“Statistics”) and over 50 
percent of active users accessing their profiles daily (“Statistics”), Facebook leads the 
parade of social media platforms. Facebook is an online social networking platform. 
Brian Solis, social media guru, defines Facebook as a “profile and presence aggregator, 
channeling all your online activity through one main hub and combining almost every 
online social tool that can be used” (Breakenridge, and Solis 170). In Solis’s opinion, 
Facebook is the most prominent social network out there today (Breakenridge, and Solis 
170). One of the main reasons people favor Facebook is that everything they need is in 
one place. Users are able to post photos, house videos, link content, build applications 
and cross-reference other social platforms all on the Facebook wall.  
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 Mark Zuckerberg, Dustin Moskovitz and Chris Hughes developed Facebook in 
2004 at Harvard University (Yadav). In the early days of Facebook only students with a 
college email address were able to join, and most content referred to roommate searches 
and last weekend’s party (Vander Veer 173). Facebook has since grown and become 
open to the public. With the addition of fan pages, businesses have access to a large 
database of potential consumers and are able to specifically target them based on certain 
details. Fan pages are profiles designed for things other than individuals, like brands, 
products, services, companies and organizations (“Help Center”). Through fan pages 
businesses can tap into consumers’ likes, opinions, events and friends. Fan pages are free, 
they do not have a member limit, and they give an organization visibility and the 
opportunity to join conversations while promoting their brand (Vander Veer 174). They 
also provide extended reach to secondary audiences. When a consumer “likes” a fan 
page, Facebook lists that page on that person’s profile, and their new fan status appears in 
their friends’ individual news feeds as well (Vander Veer 179). Since people are most 
highly influenced by their peers, people tend to like or at least look at groups and pages 
their friends join, which increases a company’s brand visibility. 
 Understanding Facebook and the strategy behind using it is essential for business. 
Facebook allows companies to promote their expertise, and also engage in conversations 
that matter to their consumers and therefore to the company (Breakenridge, and Solis 
176). However, Facebook requires attention. What is invested in social networks is 
exactly what a company will get out of them. 
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3 Background Research 
The social media phenomenon is continually being researched, analyzed and 
reviewed because of its effects on both social implications and business endeavors. 
Besides the books and seminars about social media there are dissertations, theses and 
research projects that analyze certain aspects of online social networking as cited below. 
Since social media are continually changing, they need to be continually studied. These 
research papers provide background information that supports the increasing use and 
importance of social media for business. 
Some of these studies include content analysis of Twitter. A study done by 
Assistant Professor Ali Yayli at Gazi University examines how destination-marketing 
organizations in Europe are using Twitter to reach potential visitors. Another Twitter 
study done by Haley Edman, a graduate student at Louisiana State University 2010, 
analyzes corporate tweets and how companies that implement two-way symmetrical 
communication on Twitter retain or expand their number of followers.  
Content analysis of Facebook pages is also not a new topic, although the aspects 
that have been analyzed are different to those evaluated in this study. A study done by 
students at the NHTV University of Applied Science in Torino, Italy looks at what types 
of applications libraries are using, which parts of Facebook they take advantage of (the 
wall), the frequency of posting and number of fans. Tina McCorkindale, Ph.D., an 
Assistant Professor in the Department of Communication at Appalachian State University 
analyzes the content of the Fortune 50’s Facebook social networking sites. This study 
looked at who was posting to company sites- the company versus consumers; what they 
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were posting- was the posting positive or negative; the use of photos and videos; and the 
frequency of posting. Another study examines the narratives and stories told in status 
updates. A Lecturer in English Language at the University of Leicester, England, Ruth 
Page evaluates the documentation of an individual’s life experiences through the 
publication of status updates and what information was most commonly published- 
projections, past events or breaking news.  
These studies are only a sample of what has been done and evaluated in regards to 
content analysis of social media. However, from my research I have noticed that the 
majority of social media studies focus on growth in terms of fans and how to build, 
develop and maintain a following. This study analyzes the content of Facebook wall posts 
in terms of consumer engagement. It is not the first content analysis of social media study 
to be conducted; however, it is different to previous studies in that it specifically analyzes 
the structure and content of a wall post in regards to components and format, and 
correlates this with an evaluation of consumer engagement. 
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5	   Methodology	  	  
 
Content analysis has frequently been applied to mass communications. The 
objective of this research project is to demonstrate how major corporations communicate 
with their publics and successfully market their products through content posting on 
Facebook. This study implements the process of content analysis to break down and 
analyze the content and components of Facebook wall posts. In 1969 Ole Holsti defined 
content analysis as “any technique for making inferences by objectively and 
systematically identifying specified characteristics of messages” (14). The purpose of 
content analysis, like all research techniques, is to provide knowledge, insights and a 
practical guide to action (Krippendorf 33). Communication content is important to study 
because it is believed to have an influential effect on its audiences (Krippendorf 12).  
Content Analysis 
Historically, content analysis was a time consuming process done manually; 
however, through the years the process has been re-shaped and evolved by researchers, 
notably, Holsti, and Krippendorf. Content analysis enabled researchers to include large 
amounts of textual information and systematically identify communications properties. 
Researchers like Ole Holsti and Klaus Krippendorf, however, were starting to consider 
the need for validating the results of content analysis by relating content to audience 
perception or behavior and focusing on concepts rather than words (“A Brief History”). 
In the 1980s, Klaus Krippendorff re-evaluated the definition of content analysis and 
developed six questions that must be addressed in every content analysis: Which data are 
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analyzed? How are they defined? What is the population from which they are drawn? 
What is the context relative to which the data are analyzed? What are the boundaries of 
the analysis? What is the target of the inferences? (Stemler). Content analysis is still used 
today. The technique, however, extends far beyond simple word frequency counts to 
concepts, engagement and influence.  
Social media are all about interaction and influence (Breakenridge, and Solis). 
Although content analysis has been traditionally used for text-based, print 
communication, it can be applied to the digital sphere of online communication as well 
(“Content Analysis Guide”). Online spaces that enable shared interpersonal 
communications are of significant social importance (Jones, and Sheizaf Rafaeli 194-
210). Applying content analysis methods to Facebook campaigns can provide insight on 
what kinds of communication are effective and what are not. While online content 
analysis includes measuring many of the same aspects used for print coverage, it also 
evaluates the frequency of posting and audience engagement.  
Content analysis allows for the break down of messages into units or categories 
that simplify the elements and allow them to be looked at in a more analytical context. 
Through content analysis the communications messages of popular Facebook campaigns 
can be evaluated to determine how they effectively reach their target audience and 
promote the brand. In turn, through evaluating messaging content and correlating 
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The Campaigns 
This study employed a sample of five companies currently and successfully using 
Facebook as identified by the article “The Top 50 Branded Facebook Fan Pages – 
October 2010” by Ignite Social Media, an expert social media consultant (Tobin, 
“October 2010”). I examined sites predetermined by social media experts as successful 
Facebook pages based on an evaluation of fan base growth. The list of branded Facebook 
pages was narrowed down from 50 to five by the decision to track and analyze the top 
five product-marketing pages, pages that market a tangible product rather than a service:  
1. Coca Cola- A carbonated soft drink sold in more than 200 countries. 
2. Starbucks- An international coffee and coffeehouse chain based in Seattle, WA. 
3. Oreo- A trademark of a popular sandwich cookie made by Nabisco. 
4. Skittles- Is a brand of fruit-flavored, colorful candies. 
5. Red Bull- An energy drink sold by the Austrian Red Bull GMbH. 
According to Ignite Social Media these five pages continued to grow and be 
successful throughout 2010. These pages were again recognized as top Facebook pages 
based on growth in the article “Top 50 Branded Facebook Fan Pages of 2010 versus 
2009” (Tobin, “2010 versus 2009”). Due to these companies’ success and high rankings, 
I tracked them early in the new year (2011) beginning on January 18th. The process of 
content analysis needs to include more than one day of posts; therefore, I tracked postings 
for 30 days ending on February 16th. Neither the postings nor my evaluations of them 
were at specific, consistent times. The resulting sample is comprised of 124 total wall 
posts from the five company pages. 
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This study analyzed the content of wall posts made by the companies, not by fans 
or followers, through tracking components and engagement to determine what elements 
make wall post messages effective. Wall posts are the updates that businesses are able to 
make to their wall.  
Categorization and Break Down 
Wall posts may include text, photos, videos, links and audio. Consumers, or 
“fans”, are able to “like” a post or comment on it. “Likes” and comments are forms of 
engagement, response and feedback. In this study, likes and comments are used as 
measurements of audience engagement, which in turn determines the efficacy of the 
post’s message content in reaching the audience. For instance, the higher the number of 
“likes” and comments, the more effective the content of the post is at stimulating 
audience reaction and response. 
The wall posts are broken down and tracked by the different types of components- 
text, audio, video and photo; audience engagement- the number of “likes” and comments 
on the post; and textual content- word count, unique words, number of sentences, and 
hard words.  
Measurement 
I tracked the posts daily including the date, post content, component if any, 
number of “likes” and number of comments, the resulting data is included in Appendix A 
(pg. 45). After tracking all the components, likes and comments, I created a 
measurement. “Likes” and comments were both tracked as a measurement of 
engagement. However, these numbers cannot just be added together. “Likes” and 
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comments require different levels of engagement. In this study “likes” are considered low 
engagement, and comments are high engagement. It is easy to “like” a post; it takes more 
time and thought to comment on one. Therefore, I define comments as having a higher 
engagement value than “likes”. A 5:1 ratio of “likes” to comments was established. To 
discover the overall value of each wall post, the following formula was used: 
(# of likes ÷ 5) + # of comments = value 
     ex. (14,193÷5) + 9,471 = 12,310 
I broke the wall posts down into three tiers based on their value.  
Tier I included posts with a value of 7,500 or more.  
Tier II included posts with a value of 5,000-9,999 
Tier III included posts with a value of 2,500-4,999 
Posts with a value less than 2,500 are still included in the overall average value of 
each page; however, they were ranked as ineffective in stimulating audience engagement.  
The ratio of likes to comments and the tiers were identified and established by 
myself as a way to explain the analysis of wall posts in a way that made sense. Since 
there are no previous studies or formulas established to measure engagement, these 
formulas are somewhat arbitrary. Based on my knowledge of Facebook and consumer 
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The five product campaign pages- Red Bull, Skittles, Starbucks, Oreo and Coca 
Cola- were ranked by overall average post value. Overall average post value was found 
by: 
(total value of all wall posts) ÷ (total number of wall posts) = average post value 
ex. (64,332) ÷ (21) = 3,063 
This methodology allows for the evaluation of content in regards to engagement. 
The measurement of “likes” and comments evaluates the response stimulated by the 
content of the post. It is difficult to measure return on investment (ROI) in the social 
media landscape; however, this methodology provides a means for statistical, qualitative 
data that determine which components and what types of content stimulate audience 
response and create effective messaging on Facebook. 
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6	   Results	  &	  Significance	  
Through the content analysis, measurement and evaluation of Facebook wall 
posts for the top five product marketing Facebook pages, this study has found that 
shorter, simpler, text-only messages that specifically ask for audience engagement are 
most effective in reaching the target audience, promoting brand awareness and 
stimulating a response.  
 Each individual post was analyzed and formulated resulting in a value. The value 
results for each post were categorized into tiers to be more effectively compared.  
Tier I 
 Posts in this category were considered the most effective with a value of 7,500 or 
more. These posts had a high number of both “likes” and comments. They were also text-
only posts. They did not include visual components such as videos, photos or links. Posts 
in this category included questions from Coca-Cola and finish the sentences by Oreo. 
Here are some examples, see images 2,3, 4 and 5: 
 
Image 2. Coca-Cola Tier I Post Example-1 
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Or finish the sentences, like these ones found on Oreo’s page: 
 
Questions and open-ended sentence posts explicitly ask for a response, therefore, 
stimulating audience engagement. All four of these posts are 11 words or less in length, 
and the longest word is 8 letters. These posts are simple and easy to understand. They all 
Image 3. Coca-Cola Tier I Post Example-2 
Image 4. Oreo Tier I Post Example-1 
Image 5. Oreo Tier I Post Example-2 
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promote the brand in fun, engaging ways. Coca-Cola and Oreo were the only campaigns 










 Posts in this category had a value of over 5,000 but less than 7,500. Once again 
these posts were text only. They did not include external links or visual components. 
These posts included questions, posted by both Coca-Cola and Oreo and also a holiday 
posted by Starbucks; see the following images 6, 7 and 8: 
Table 1. Tier I Posts 
Image 6. Coca-Cola Tier II Post Example 
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All four of these posts are 16 words or less in length and the longest word is 9 letters. 
These posts are simple and easy to understand. They engage the audience with the brand.  







Image 7. Oreo Tier II Post Example 
Image 8. Starbucks Tier II Post Example 
Table 2. Tier II Posts 
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Tier III 
 Posts in this category had a value of greater than 2,500 and less than 5,000. Many 
of these posts were still text only; however, there were a few that included visual 
components. Total, for all the campaign pages, there were 20 tier III posts, and only five 
of them included a component (link or picture), the rest were text only. Here are some 
examples, see images 9,10,11 and 12: 
Image 9. Coca-Cola Tier III Post Example 
Image 10. Oreo Tier III Post Example 
















These tier III posts include links, pictures, questions, comments unrelated to the 
product and contests. Although the content structures of these are different, some are 
questions, some phrases, some links; the text in all of them is still short and simple. In 
this tier the table becomes more diverse with a greater number of posts included. Skittles 
makes a surprising impression with double the amount of posts Coke has and triple the 
number Oreo has, refer to table 3. 
 
 
Image 11. Starbucks Tier III Post Example 
Image 12. Skittles Tier III Post Example 













As you can see in table 4 Red Bull had no posts ranked in any of the tiers. Skittles 
had, compared to the other pages, an overwhelming number of tier III comments, but 
Table 4. Overall Comparison 
Table 3. Tier III Posts 
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none that made tier I or II. Starbucks had one tier III and one tier II comment. Oreo and 
Coca-Cola were the only two with tier I posts, and they had posts ranked in all three tiers.  
The total number of posts for each page is also graphed. It is interesting to note 
that more does not mean better. Content messaging is about engaging quality, not 
necessarily the quantity of overall posts. Although Coca-Cola had fewer posts than three 
of the other campaigns, they had the most effective posts at stimulating audience 
engagement. Red Bull had one of the highest amounts of total posts, yet none of them 
were very effective in stimulating a response. 
Page Rankings 
The formula (total value of all wall posts) ÷ (total number of wall posts) = 
average page value was applied to each page.  
For example, Coca-Cola: 64,332÷21=3,063 
Refer to table 5 to see the comparison average values of each page. The ranking 
of these five product-marketing pages, on the basis of content analysis and engagement of 

















Table 5. Average Value 
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Discussion of Results 
This study is extremely interesting and significant, especially since the results 
disprove my original thesis- one promoted by many in the marketing communications 
industry. Originally, I had thought that posts with external visual components - photos, 
videos and links - would be more effective at generating engagement than those with only 
words. Many company and product Facebook pages are posting videos, photos, links and 
cross referencing other social media sites. Industry articles published on reputable social 
media sites including Social Media Examiner and Socialmediatoday, state visual 
components are a characteristic of effective social media campaigns. My research 
analyzed the content of wall posts and found that the content cited here is not the most 
effective way to engage audiences; therefore, disproving my original thesis.   
Facebook provides a platform for numerous different aspects to be housed in one 
place. Videos can be embedded and linked from YouTube, photos uploaded, links to 
other sites, streaming information from other social networking platforms and more. 
While Facebook is adding more and more applications and provides the ability to 
reference external components, the results of my thesis show that this is not what 
generates consumer engagement.  
This study shows that Facebook users want their information in “triple s” - short, 
sweet and simple. Wall posts need to be something users can easily read while scrolling 
through their news feed. Combine this with an interactive element, for example a 
question or open-ended sentence where they can voice their opinion or likes and feel 
valued and they are more likely to interact.  
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Engaging consumers through any medium is hard, but this study provides positive 
guidelines for increasing engagement in the growing social media sphere. Just posting a 
photo or video is almost reverting back to traditional one-way communications, like a TV 
commercial and print advertisement. Asking a simple question is more engaging. It is 
asking for a response, for consumer feedback and letting consumers know that their 
opinion matters. Social media is about participation and engagement; it is a conversation. 
However, unless this interaction is asked for, it may not occur. Companies do not 
necessarily need videos, photos or links to be engaging. They just need to know what 
their audience likes and interests are, and cater to those.  
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7	   Case	  Studies	  
 
Social networks are becoming primary tools for connecting with consumers, 
promoting ideas, building a brand and providing information. While some companies are 
really good at promoting themselves through social media, others need work. The product 
marketing pages analyzed for this study were determined to be top Facebook pages based 
on growth. This study analyzed audience engagement. In this section I have given 
examples of how the results of this study can be applied to each campaign to create more 
engaging content.  
7.1 Red Bull 
Although Red Bull is “charging up the ranks” of the Top 50 Facebook pages 
based on growth (Tobin, “2010 versus 2009”) it is low on participation and feedback. 
Red Bull had no wall posts valued in tier I, II, or III. The highest amount of “likes” on a 
post was 5,500 and the highest amount of comments was 342, refer to image 13. While 
these numbers are high if compared to a personal profile, they are fairly low for a 
business or product. 
Image 13. Red Bull wall post example-1 
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Red Bull’s page engagement is low, and it is not increasing either. At times post 
engagement drops as low as 26 “likes” and 5 comments, refer to image 14.  
 
Red Bull’s posts are packed with external visual components including videos, 
links and photos. Out of 31 posts only 1 of them did not have a visual component. The 
majority of Red Bull’s posts are telling, not asking. They tell their audience what is going 
on or what is new, but they do not ask for a response. There are a few ways Red Bull can 
increase their audience engagement through applying the results of this study. An 
example post could be: 
“What move would you like to see Red Bull rider John Jackson do in this    
weekend’s competition? 
This type of post preludes the event, creates anticipation and explicitly asks for a 
response. The audience will interact and share their opinions. Red Bull should then 
continue to take part in the conversation by responding to comments. After the 
competition an example post could include the video and text along these lines: 
 “Check out John Jackson’s competition video, did your move make the cut?” 
Image 14. Red Bull wall post example-2 
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Posts of this nature, like the two examples above, not only generate more 
engagement, but also give the company (Red Bull) insight into audience “likes” and 
interests. They can incorporate this information into their marketing strategy and use it to 
their advantage.  
It is important to listen to and observe the target audience. This includes how they 
respond and what generates engagement. Being “social” is not about talking to the 
audience, but talking with them, it is a conversation. With a tweak in strategy and more 
“conversational” posts, Red Bull’s page has the potential to really explode. 
 
7.2 Skittles 
Skittles didn’t have any posts that came close to hitting tier I value (7,500+), didn’t have 
any tier II, but had 11 tier III (2,500-5,000 value) posts. Skittles posts had a high number 
of “likes”; 8 out of 35 posts had over 10,000 “likes”, for an example refer to image 15. 




Image 15. Skittles wall post example-1 
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Skittles posts are somewhat random, but this randomness fits its brand. Across the 
board their branding is fun, colorful and a little out of the ordinary (Have you seen their 
TV commercials?). 
Skittles has a large Facebook audience, with over 15 million fans, and is very 
active on the page, consistently posting. Skittles is generating initial participation (likes), 
now what they need to focus on is how to get the audience to take the next step 
(comments). “Likes” are great, but comments are better. “Likes” don’t create a 
conversation or provide feedback, comments do.  
Skittles needs to adjust its strategy to include posts that specifically ask for a 
response, such as questions and finish the sentences. It can still hold on to their quirky 
style, but a few slight changes will increase audience engagement. An example is: 
 “If a raccoon stole your Skittles you would……” 
It’s still quirky and fun, but explicitly invites participation. Questions do the 
same: 
 “I put skittles on waffles, oatmeal and pizza. How do you like your Skittles?” 
Image 16. Skittles wall post example-2 
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Boring? No. Engaging? Yes. By making a few minor changes to the structure of 
the content posted, Skittles can increase engagement, find out more about their audience 
and in turn, better promote their product.  
 
7.3 Starbucks 
Over the past five years Starbucks has popped up on every street corner in a city 
and with over 20 million Facebook fans you can see why. Starbucks’ popularity has 
created a positive Facebook atmosphere for the brand.  
Although Starbucks has a large following on Facebook, it does not take advantage 
of it. Over a 30-day evaluation period they posted only 13 times. Of these none broke into 




Image 17. Starbucks wall post example-1 
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Starbucks, like Skittles, does well with generating “likes”. Only one post (out of 
13) had less than 5,000 “likes”. What brings down their value is the low number of 
comments. Two out of the three posts with a value high enough to rank were holidays- 
National Coffee Break Day and Facebook’s 7th Birthday. What boosted the value of these 
posts was the extremely high number of “likes”, which compensated for the low number 
of comments.  
Another aspect that might effect Starbuck’s audience engagement is the 
inconsistency of posting. Starbuck’s only had 13 posts in 30 days; this was the fewest of 
all five pages.  
All but one of Starbucks posts included an external visual component of some 
kind- link, video or photo. The posts provide some great information for the audience, but 
don’t request feedback or responses.  
Image 18. Starbucks wall post example-2 
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Starbucks has the ability to receive great feedback from their audience because 
they are not a pre-made product, but a custom product. Not everyone drinks his or her 
coffee the exact same way. Starbucks should leverage this ability to change products and 
create new ones to connect with their audience. Some examples of how it can restructure 
the content of its posts are: 
“A morning without Starbucks is like…..” 
“How many shots of espresso does it take to wake up?” 
With a more consistent posting schedule and engaging content, Starbucks could 
generate an on-going conversation with their consumers.  
 
7.4 Oreo 
Over 18 million Facebook fans love the world’s favorite cookie as currently 
indicated by on its fan page. Oreo’s Facebook page may be ranked third based on growth, 
but they are number two in this study based on engagement.  
Oreo had posts in all three tiers. There were three tier I posts, three tier II posts 
and three tier III posts. Out of these nine high value posts, only two included an external 
visual component [link], the rest were text only and specifically requested a response.  
Oreo’s success lies in open-ended sentences and questions. Oreo’s most 
interactive posts dive into why people love Oreo cookies and what it is about them that 
they love. Oreo looks at how and why consumers eat an Oreo cookie, refer to images 19 
and 20, as well as how Oreos make them feel, refer to images 21 and 22. 








Image 19. Oreo wall post example-1 
Image 20. Oreo wall post example-2 
Image 22. Oreo wall post example-4 
Image 21. Oreo wall post example-3 
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Whoever is maintaining Oreo’s Facebook page has a good grasp of what creates 
engagement. Oreo joined the competition to reach the Guinness World Record for most 
“likes” on a post in 24 hours and Oreo’s fans competed giving Oreo the title of world’s 
most “liked” cookie according to their Facebook page. Competitions and contests are a 
great way to get people involved. Oreo’s open-ended sentences, questions and 
competitions really attracted their audience and generated engagement. 
Oreo’s posts are not only successful because they ask for a response, but also 
because they are not difficult to interact with, they are simple and easy to read. Oreo’s 
tier I posts were no more than seven words and their tier II posts maxed out at 16. They 
didn’t use big fancy words, but kept it simple. Also, the posts are brand related, but not 
specifically about the product. They are about how the product makes consumers feel and 
why they like it.  
Oreo’s wall is consistently posted to and kept active without being overloaded. 
Question after question would probably get old, Oreo’s wall has a nice balance. Oreo has 
listened, observed and gained insight into what their consumers like. They are figuring 
out what incites engagement and if they keep going the way they are, they will surely 
remain the world’s most “liked” cookie.  
7.5 Coca-Cola 
Coca-Cola’s Facebook page has a friendly and happy tone to promote interaction 
among its current 26 million fans. It may be a “classic”, but Coca-Cola seems to have had 
no trouble moving into the social media sphere. Coca-Cola leads this study based on the 
average engagement value of all posts.  
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Out of 21 posts Coca-Cola had two tier I posts, one tier II post and five tier III 
posts. Coca-Cola had fewer overall posts than some of the other pages, but they kept 
them fairly interactive. It is not necessarily about quantity, but quality. Only two of the 
eight top posts included external visual components (photos), the rest were text only. 
Coca-Cola’s top posts, tier I and II, were all questions, which asked for a response. Refer 


















Image 23. Coca-Cola wall post example-1 
Image 24. Coca-Cola wall post example-2 
Image 25. Coca-Cola wall post example-3 
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Coca-Cola’s other top posts included a multiple-choice question and some fun 
phrases. Like Oreo, Coca-Cola keeps its posts simple. It’s most effective posts had no 
more than 11 words, tops. There are no complicated concepts or hard words, just simple 
brand related content. Coca-Cola’s posts are not about the features of Coke or why 
consumers should buy it. They are about how the product [Coke] makes the consumer 
feel.  
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8	   Limitations	  &	  	  
Further	  Research	  
 
The	   biggest	   challenge	  with	   any	   social	  media	   study	   is	   that	   social	  media	   are	  
rapidly	   and	   continually	   changing.	   There	   is	   always	   new	   information,	   new	   updates,	  
new	  applications,	  new	  templates-­‐	  it’s	  hard	  to	  keep	  up.	  	  
Limitations	  
This	  study	  has	  limitations	  that	  warrant	  discussion.	  It	  should	  be	  noted	  that	  the	  
five	  companies	  used	  in	  this	  study	  were	  chosen	  from	  a	  ranking	  based	  on	  growth,	  not	  
engagement;	  therefore,	  it	  should	  not	  be	  assumed	  that	  they	  are	  the	  top	  five	  engaging	  
Facebook	   product-­‐marketing	   campaigns.	   These	   companies	   were	   used	   as	   case	  
studies	   to	   evaluate	   effective	   communications.	   The	   resulting	   rankings	   of	   these	   five	  
companies	   are	   solely	   based	   on	   the	   results	   and	   purpose	   of	   this	   study.	   	   Also,	   the	  
specific	  Facebook	  marketing	  goals	  of	  any	  of	  these	  companies	  are	  unknown	  since	  this	  
is	  proprietary	  information	  not	  released	  by	  the	  companies.	  This	  study	  superimposes	  
a	   value	   of	   effectiveness	   that	   may	   or	   may	   not	   be	   compatible	   with	   their	   goals.	  
Nonetheless,	   no	   matter	   what	   their	   goals	   are,	   the	   evaluation	   of	   which	   messaging	  
components	  are	  effective	  are	  legitimate	  results.	  	  
The	   value	   formulas	   used	   in	   the	   methodology	   may	   also	   be	   considered	  
limitations,	   as	   they	   are	   not	   mathematically	   formulated	   or	   supported	   by	   past	  
research.	   The	   ratio	   and	   units	   used,	   5	   “likes”	   =	   1	   comment,	   were	   created	   for	   the	  
purpose	  of	  establishing	  a	  value	  and	  understandable	  increment	  to	  develop	  results	  for	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this	   study.	   Also,	  without	   having	   access	   to	   these	   company’s	   Facebook	   insights,	   the	  
analytics	   of	   a	   page	   provided	   by	   Facebook,	   total	   viewings	   of	   videos	   and	   links	   are	  
unknown.	  The	  number	  of	  times	  a	  video	  or	  link	  is	  shared	  is	  also	  unknown.	  Therefore,	  
messaging	  effectiveness	  is	  based	  solely	  on	  response.	  	  
Another	  aspect	  of	   this	   study	   that	  may	  be	  viewed	  as	  a	   limitation,	   although	   I	  
don’t	   believe	   affects	   the	   overall	   trends	   and	   results,	   is	   the	   randomness	   of	   posting.	  
Because	   these	   companies	   posted	   randomly,	   at	   different	   times	   during	   the	   day,	   the	  
proximity	  of	  my	  evaluation	  and	  tracking	  of	  these	  posts	  is	  also	  random.	  The	  length	  of	  
time	  between	  the	  time	  of	   the	  post	  and	  my	  evaluation	   is	  not	  the	  same	  for	  all	  posts.	  
Also,	   users	   can	   continue	   to	   comment	   on	   posts,	   as	   there	   is	   no	   time	   limit	   to	  when	  
comments	  and	   “likes”	  are	  no	   longer	  accepted.	  Posts	   from	  a	  month	  ago	  can	  still	  be	  
liked	   or	   commented	   on,	   although	   this	   generally	   doesn’t	   happen.	   	   Users	   can	   also	  
“unlike”	   posts	   and	   delete	   their	   comments.	   These	   aspects	   cannot	   be	   completely	  
controlled	  and	  possibly	  skew	  the	  exact	  value	  numbers	  of	  each	  post.	  	  
These	  limitations	  do	  not	  undermine	  the	  importance	  of	  this	  research,	  but	  they	  
generate	  ideas	  for	  future	  research.	  	  
Further	  Research	  
Future	   researchers	  are	  able	   to	  build	  on	   this	   study	  by	   recording	   the	   time	  of	  
post	  evaluation	  and	  developing	  a	  new	  formula	  based	  on	  responses	  in	  a	  specific	  time	  
frame,	  evaluating	  the	  immediacy	  of	  engagement.	  	  
Further	   research	  would	   also	   be	   valuable	   over	   a	   longer	   time	   period.	   Thirty	  
days	   is	   a	   short,	   but	   substantial,	   sample	   of	   postings;	   however,	   a	   longer	   analysis	   of	  
three	  to	  six	  months	  could	  possibly	  provide	  deeper	  insights	  and	  evaluations	  than	  this	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study	   proposes.	   Still,	   based	   on	   this	   study,	   the	   overall	   resulting	   trends	   would	   be	  
believed	  to	  be	  the	  same.	  	  
An	   interesting	   study	   that	   would	   build	   off	   of	   this	   one	   would	   be	   to	   track,	  
observe	  and	  evaluate	  a	  Facebook	  campaign	  that	  is	  implementing	  the	  results	  of	  this	  
study.	  	  The	  before	  and	  after	  differences	  of	  changing	  content	  strategy	  to	  incorporate	  
the	  characteristics	  and	  components	  this	  study	  found	  effective,	  would	  be	  proof	  that	  
the	  results	  of	  this	  study	  work.	  
An	   important	   question	   raised	   by	   this	   study	   is	   the	   value	   of	   growth	   versus	  
engagement.	   Since	   past	   studies	   focus	   on	   growth	   and	   this	   study	   focuses	   on	  
engagement,	  which	   is	  more	   valuable	   to	   a	   company?	  After	   completing	   this	   study,	   I	  
noticed	   there	  might	  be	   a	   correlation	  between	  growth	   and	   engagement.	  Out	   of	   the	  
five	  campaigns	  I	  tracked,	  Coca-­‐cola	  is	  ranked	  first	  based	  on	  growth	  and	  also	  resulted	  
first	  based	  on	  engagement	  in	  this	  study.	  There	  might	  be	  a	  correlation	  between	  the	  
engaging	  content	  of	  a	  campaign	  and	  the	  growth	  of	   its	   fan	  base.	  However,	   from	  the	  
results	  of	  this	  campaign	  Red	  Bull	  was	  ranked	  as	  ineffective	  in	  generating	  consumer	  
engagement,	   but	  Red	  Bull’s	   fan	  base	   still	   seems	   to	  be	   growing.	  Understanding	   the	  
correlation	  between	  growth	  and	  engagement	  would	  be	  an	  interesting	  and	  beneficial	  
study.	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9 Conclusions 
 
Social media are changing the way we communicate, allowing businesses to talk 
to clients and consumers in a conversational way. The purpose of this study was to 
analyze the wall posts of successful Facebook campaigns to determine the characteristics 
of effective messaging content in regards to consumer engagement. The research methods 
broke down and analyzed the content and components of each company wall post over a 
30-day period. The engagement values, formulated from the number of “likes” and 
comments on each post, were broken down into tiers to be evaluated and compared.   
The results show that shorter, simpler, text-only messages that specifically ask for 
an audience response are most effective at engaging consumers. These results disprove 
my original thesis; one supported by many industry articles, which changes the 
discussion on what is considered effective in social media. The results provide guidelines 
for creating successful social media content, and also generate ideas for further research 
of the correlation between growth and engagement.   
This study is beneficial to businesses and industry professionals for learning how 
to communicate with their consumers. Generating a conversation online through 
engaging content helps them understand their consumers, evolve their product and 
increase sales through trust worthy conversations, reviews and word of mouth. Due to the 
results, I recommend that every business with a social media plan, and industry 
professionals who manage social media plans, re-evaluate their content strategies to limit 
the number of external visual components included and develop content that creatively, 
simply and specifically asks for a response.  
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Since	   social	   media	   are	   such	   a	   new	   field	   of	   communications,	   we	   are	   still	  
essentially	  writing	  the	  rulebook.	  There	  is	  a	  lot	  of	  flexibility	  right	  now	  because	  there	  
is	  no	  official	  “right	  way”	  to	  do	  social	  media.	  This	  study	  provides	  a	  solid	  foundation	  
for	  moving	  forward	  with	  developing	  and	  evolving	  social	  media	  in	  terms	  of	  content,	  
engagement	  and	  strategy.	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Appendix A- Data 
 
Coca-Cola     
Date post-copy component #likes #comments Value  
18-
Jan 
Season 9 of American Idol 
presented by Coca-Cola 
premieres tomorrow night. 
Go behind the curtain to 
see who might make the 
cut! Watch exclusive 
Behind the Scenes photos 
and videos at 
http://CokeURL.com/phfk video 1,056 176 387 
19-
Jan 
Whats best on a rainy day, 
an umbrella or a coke? none 14,193 9,471 12,310 
24-
Jan 
 Loves polar bears. And 
polar bears love Coca-Cola. 
At least this one does: 
http://CokeURL.com/c4ap picture 16,068 946 4,160 
26-
Jan 
Advertising changes, but 
Coca-Cola stays the same. 
http://CokeURL.com/w42f link 7,895 515 2,094 
27-
Jan 
How do you Open 
Happiness? A) Twist off the 
cap B) Pop off the cap or C) 
Crack open the can none 4,297 2,729 3,588 
28-
Jan 
Grab a Coke and send a 
cheers in celebration of the 
big game, and Coca-Cola 
will donate $1 to Boys & 
Girls Clubs of America. 
Learn how at 
http://CokeURL.com/mpnn 
. link 2,760 187 739 
31-
Jan 
Enjoy now and get excited 
about later too. none 13,279 841 3,497 
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1-Feb Do you want to see our 
new commercial before it 
premieres during the Big 
Game? Support your city 
with a cheers on 
CokeCheers.com and Coca-
Cola will donate $1 to Boys 
& Girls Clubs of America 
and give you special access 
to preview the new 
commercial. 
http://CokeURL.com/pe57 link 6,809 313 1,675 
4-Feb If you feel down you can 
always cheer somebody 
else up. And if we all cheer 
the person next to us up, 
we'll all be up! none 8,539 597 2,305 
4-Feb Get a sneak peek of Coke’s 
new ad before it premieres 
in the Big Game. All you 
have to do is raise a coke 
and cheers at 
CokeCheers.com and Coca-
Cola will donate $1 to Boys 
& Girls Clubs of America 
and give you special access 
to preview the new 
commercial. 
http://CokeURL.com/mklv link 1,923 108 493 
5-Feb We're celebrating the big 
game this weekend by 
boosting all Coke Cheers 
donations from $1 to $5! 
Make a "cheers" for your 
team and earn $5 for Boys 
& Girls Clubs of America. 
http://CokeURL.com/mklv link 1,704 176 517 
5-Feb This is your last chance to 
watch our new commercial 
before the big game! Visit 
CokeCheers.com to cheers 
for charity and view the TV 
ad before it airs tomorrow! 
http://CokeURL.com/mklv link 2,304 128 589 
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5-Feb ‎$5 cheers everybody! It’s 
the night before game day, 
and there's a whole lot of 
cheering going on! 
http://CokeURL.com/mklv link 1,827 106 471 
f-Feb Woohoo it's game day!!! 
And we've boosted 
cheering from $1 to $5! 
Make a "cheers" for your 
team and earn $5 for Boys 
& Girls Clubs of America! 
http://CokeURL.com/mklv link 1,685 208 545 
6-Feb Drinking a Coke during the 
game? Lift it up in a $5 
cheers for charity! 
http://CokeURL.com/mklv link 1,512 158 460 
6-Feb A recycled bottle is a 
recycled smile. picture 9,004 534 2,335 
7-Feb What a great game! But did 
you miss the new Coca-
Cola commercials? No 
worries! You can check 
them out here: 
http://CokeURL.com/n4jf 
and 
www.CokeURL.com/9z4b link 1,222 151 395 
9-Feb Yesterday is history. 
Tomorrow is a mystery. 
Today is an opportunity. 
Open Happiness. none 17,955 946 4,537 
14-
Feb 
 Every day can be 
Valentine's Day. picture 19,374 816 4691 
15-
Feb 
Coca-Cola Question: Straw 
or no straw? none 3,365 5,977 6,681 
16-
Feb 
Have you ever dreamed 
of…. swimming in coke? none 28,316 6,199 11,862 
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Oreo      
Date post-copy component #likes #comments Value  
18-Jan HAHA! I'm the Hooded Menace, 
I just took over the Oreo 
Facebook page, the same way 
I tried taking over that other 
sport! Don't dare click below 
and guess who I am! link 1,483 449 745 
19-Jan Head to our page to see this 
week's "Fan of the Week" 
Salina F. from Spain. Submit a 
pic of yourself with your 
favorite Oreo variety and you 
could be next! link 2,560 171 683 
21-Jan Hooded Menace Clue: It was 
risky, but Eli was able to catch 
the Hooded Menace on tape on 
his way to twisting practice. 
Text the UPC code from a 
package of Double Stuf or a pic 
of the pack to 76477 to see the 
video clue! Standard text 
messaging rates, data rates 
and carrier restrictions apply. none 564 59 172 
22-Jan  Shaq and Apolo Anton Ohno 
hosted Oreo Lick Race Rallies 
in preparation for this Sunday’s 
race against the Hooded 
Menace. Check out the 
highlights below. video 717 82 225 
22-Jan An Oreo cookie without milk is 
like… none 10,538 9,120 11,243 
23-Jan THE HOODED MENACE HAS 
BEEN UNCOVERED! Drop your 
Oreo cookies, then click below 
to see who he is and enter for 
a chance to meet Team DSRL! link 786 133 290 
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24-Jan Check out Shenae D. and her 
Oreo jacket on our wall. She’s 
from South Carolina, USA and 
this week’s Oreo “Fan of the 
Week.” Submit your photo for 
a chance to be next. link 2,784 138 695 
25-Jan You eat Oreo cookies because…  9,499 8,783 10,682 
26-Jan Team DSRL defeated the 
Hooded Menace, so help 
Celebrate the victory. Click the 
link below for a chance to win 
a trip to DSRL Training Camp 
and train with the whole team! link 581 43 159 
27-Jan If you had an Oreo today, how 
much better would your day 
be?  13,833 4,540 7,306 
28-Jan Make some muffins, but make 




recipe) 4,993 411 1,410 
1-Feb This is not a dream. Oreo 
cookies do come with chocolate 
cream! photo 6,198 904 2,144 
3-Feb Eli Manning, Apolo Anton Ohno, 
Venus Williams and Shaq really 
train hard for their lick races. If 
you think you can keep up, 
enter for a chance to win a trip 
to DSRL Training Camp to 
meet the team! link 781 95 251 
4-Feb The milk after you're done 
dunking Oreo cookies is the 
best milk ever. True or false? none 7,132 3,618 5,044 
6-Feb Train with the best lick racers 
around! Enter for a chance to 
meet Eli Manning, Shaq, Venus 
Williams and Apolo Anton Ohno 
at DSRL Training Camp by 
clicking the link below. Good 
luck! link 975 80 275 
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7-Feb Did you know that if you 
become Oreo “Fan of the 
Week,” your photo will be 
added to our profile pic for 16 
million+ fans to see? Head to 
our wall and see Natascha G. 
from Dortmund, Germany - 
she’s this week's. Then, upload 
your own! link 2,256 180 631 
8-Feb Share a special Oreo moment 
on 2/15 by helping set a 
Guinness World Record. Click 
below to save the date. (Dates 
and times in North American 
Eastern Standard Time) link 1,950 136 526 
10-Feb We ♥ you! photo 11,662 717 3,049 
11-Feb On 2/15, at 9 am, look out for 
a special Oreo post where you 
can take part in setting the 
first ever Guinness World 
Record for the most “Likes” to 
a Facebook post within 24 
hours. Let’s go for over 45,000 
“Likes!” Save the date and 
don't forget to bring some 
milk! (Dates and times in North 
American Eastern Standard 
Time) link 6,616 324 1,647 
12-Feb We can’t wait for Valentine’s 
Day to show love to our fans! 
Text the UPC code from a 
package of Oreo cookies or a 
photo of a package to 76477 to 
receive a special message… 
(Standard text messaging 
rates, data rates and carrier 
restrictions apply.) n/a 1,325 176 441 
14-Feb Join us tomorrow to help set 
the first ever Guinness World 
Record for the most “Likes” to 
a Facebook post within 24 
hours. Let’s go for over 50,000 
“Likes” - making Oreo the 
world's most ‘Liked’ cookie. none 14,591 509 3,427 
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14-Feb Make a unique Oreo e-card and 
really show someone how 
much you love them. Happy 
Valentine’s Day! link 930 74 260 
15-Feb ‎"Like" this post to join Oreo 
fans around the world in 
setting a Guinness World 
Record for most "Likes" to a 
post in 24 hours. Oreo is the 
world's favorite cookie, and 
with your help, it will be the 
most "Liked." none 44,720 947 9,891 
16-Feb Guinness World Records just 
awarded us the record for most 
“Likes” on a Facebook post 
within 24 hours! We’re now the 
first brand with the record and 
the world’s most “Liked” cookie 
all thanks to you. Thank you! 
http://bit.ly/dVukht link 14,827 1043 4,008 
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Starbucks     
Date post-copy component #likes #comments Value  
19-
Jan 
You can now pay with your mobile 
phone at Starbucks in the US! 
Have you tried it yet, what did 
you think? link 8,343 1,328 2,997 
20-
Jan 
It's National Coffee Break Day! At 
Starbucks, we call this 
"Thursday". none 23,755 1,325 6,076 
21-
Jan 
The frontman for the 
Decemberists Colin Meloy, played 
us a song from their new album, 
"The King is Dead" (available at 
Starbucks). He also showed us his 
fancy new drum set. If you would 
like to see the entire interview, 
check it out here: 
http://youtu.be/mFCk9hIrI5A video 3,431 143 829 
26-
Jan  Today we are launching 
Starbucks Card eGift! It is the 
fastest and easiest way to send a 
Starbucks Card. Try it out! link 7,368 345 1,819 
28-
Jan 
Coffee grows on trees! (also, if 
you have Instagram, follow us for 
more photos!) photo 10,418 519 2,603 
2-
Feb Introducing the Starbucks VIA 
Promise. We're confident that 
you'll love VIA. However, if you 
don't, we will replace with a bag 
of House Blend on us. Go here to 
redeem: 
http://StarbucksVIA.com/ 
(US/Canada only) link 5,961 495 1,688 
3-
Feb 
Happy Chinese New Year! It's the 
year of the Rabbit! link 9,036 474 2,281 
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4-
Feb Happy 7th Birthday Facebook! link 17,741 796 4,344 
8-
Feb 
A lot goes into making your cup of 
coffee. We even make sure your 
coffee grows in perfect soil. video 5,578 388 1,503 
10-
Feb We're roasting coffee in our 9th 
floor roaster today. Smells 
amazing!(see more photos like 
this - follow us on Instagram) picture 9,722 654 2,598 
11-
Feb 
Looking to give something special 
to your special someone on 
Valentine's day morning? Surprise 
them and buy their cup of coffee 
with Starbucks Card eGift (even 
preset for delivery on Valentines 
Day morning!). Flowers or a 
homecooked meal might be a 
good idea for the evening … but 
don't listen to us, it's just a 
suggestion ;-) link 5,237 221 1,268 
12-
Feb Getting fancy on a Saturday with 
Flavored VIA. Mocha seems like 
the appropriate flavor for 
Valentine's Day weekend. Now, to 
find strawberries. picture 8,970 586 2,380 
14-
Feb 
Happy Valentine's Day! This 
couple met each other at 
Starbucks, but they were 
Starbucks across the street. They 
might have met faster if they sent 
a Starbucks Card eGift? 
http://sbux.co/StarbucksCardeGift video 5,304 469 1,530 
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Skittles     




comments Value  
18-
Jan 
Food courts would be much better 
with Viking restaurants. none 6,918 708 2,092 
19-
Jan 
Hurry Rainbros! Only 6 days left to 
submit an entry for a chance to win 
my magnum opus – a Skittles 
vending machine! Go to the 
“Promotion" tab and tell me what 
you would do for your chance to 
WIN THE RAINBOW! No purch nec. 
See http://on.fb.me/en72vp link 4,500 486 1,386 
20-
Jan 
Grizzly bears are the best fashion 
models. Nobody does fierce like 
they do. none 9,955 653 2,644 
21-
Jan 
Make some room in your mancave 
or ladygrotto – this Skittles Vending 
Machine could be yours! Go to the 
“Promotion" tab and tell me what 
you would do for your chance to 
WIN THE RAINBOW! No purch nec. 
See http://on.fb.me/ftY3jY link 4,911 504 1,486 
22-
Jan 
Anyone else's New Year's 
Resolutions involve kitty parkour? none 4,437 607 1,494 
23-
Jan 
Because I know how much you like 
pushing my buttons – win a Skittles 
vending machine! Go to the 
“Promotion" tab and tell me what 
you would do for your chance to 
WIN THE RAINBOW! No purch nec. 
See http://on.fb.me/icCT4N link 4,443 535 1,424 
24-
Jan 
If you hate losing to a cyborg, 
challenge them to a water balloon 
fight. none 10,669 626 2,760 
25-
Jan 
Last day to enter for a chance to 
win your own Skittles Vending 
Machine! Get out your feather quill 
pens, parchment and wooden box 
camera! Then go to the “Promotion" 
tab and tell me what you would do 
for your chance to WIN THE 
RAINBOW! No purch nec. See 
link 4,332 368 1,234 




Wow, thanks for all the entries, 
Skittles fans! Submissions are now 
officially closed. Let me thumb 
through all of your entries. (Now 
where did I put my thumbs...?) 
Then on January 27th THE VOTING 
BEGINS!! none 5,589 590 1,708 
27-
Jan 
Voting is open! Sound the gongs 
and ring the cowbells! Actually, 
scratch that – go VOTE! The entry 
with the most votes wins a Skittles 
Vending Machine! Visit the 
Promotion tab: 
http://on.fb.me/hPwZgm link 4,308 371 1,233 
28-
Jan 
I love winning like I love Poodle 
Skirt Fridays. Head to the 
Promotion tab and vote for your 
faves. The entry with the most 
votes wins a Skittles Vending 
Machine! http://on.fb.me/gP3p3o link 4,192 361 1,199 
30-
Jan 
Want that Skittles Vending 
Machine? Get your friends, family 
and monkey butlers to vote up your 
entry! Or head to the Promotion tab 
and show fellow Rainbros some 
love: http://on.fb.me/dKlaeS link 6,047 532 1,741 
31-
Jan 
If it gets any colder I'm turning into 
the Snowbow. none 14,611 1,293 4,215 
1-
Feb 
I was up all night reading this – 
what a page turner! From my 
favorite author Billy Wikipedia – 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blender link 2,150 619 1,049 
2-
Feb 
Trying to figure out what kind of 
vending machine I should build 
next. I asked the pros – check it 
out. http://bit.ly/htjkRO link 1,838 255 623 
2-
Feb 
oting ends today! Let me retreat to 
The Rainbow Lair and count all the 
votes. (I hope I have enough 
fingers...) I’ll announce the winner 
none 4,385 557 1,434 
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on February 11th! 
3-
Feb 
Finally my lizard a capella group can 
get some much-needed 
accompaniment. 
http://etsy.me/gj9NYf link 1,553 213 524 
3-
Feb 
This game of freeze tag charades is 
taking forever. none 7,835 534 2,101 
4-
Feb 
Power tools? Check. Mariachi band? 
Check. New Tumblr blog of my 
inventions? CHECK. Lookie lookie! 
http://bit.ly/ebhl8j link 1,484 247 544 
4-
Feb 
Is there anything more thrilling than 
amateur wheelbarrow racing? none 7,326 867 2,332 
5-
Feb 
Vending Machine hopefuls, I’m still 
counting up the votes and 
swimming in plus signs – I’ll be 
announcing the winner on February 
11th. Stay tuned! none 4,225 453 1,298 
6-
Feb 
Somebody must've switched my 
awesome sauce with weak sauce. I 
hate when that happens. none 10,063 1,074 3,087 
7-
Feb 
Hope these dudes can explain the 
hamster society living in my 
appliances... http://bit.ly/glWLPP link 2,087 264 681 
7-
Feb 
Just 5 more days until you find out 
if you won a Skittles Vending 
Machine! Remember to let those 
fingers do some yoga after crossing 
them all day. none 5,861 622 1,794 
8-
Feb 
Thinking of starting a union for 
hamster laborers. Let’s see what 
these guys think about it. 
http://bit.ly/dNwmLf link 2,141 165 593 
8-
Feb 
Why are koalas always bent on 
world domination? none 13,639 1,401 4,129 
9-
Feb 
What a cute pic of Clicky! Taken (of 
course) by my baby camera-dragon 
Snappy. photo 2,232 414 878 
9-
Feb 
If monkey see, monkey do, why 
isn't this baboon doing headspins 
with me? none 12,192 992 3,430 
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10-
Feb 
What’s the awesomest invention 
that doesn’t exist yet? 
 
I’m trying to figure out what 
invention I should focus on next. 
I’ve built all the usual gizmos – time 
machine, ferret massager, carrot-
powered hoverboard, sushi oven – 
but I want to spice it up a little and 
try something weird and new next.  
 
What are some inventions... none 2,791 1,906 2,464 
10-
Feb 
My cat thinks this robot vacuum 
cleaner is a taxi. none 18,612 1,266 4,988 
12-
Feb 
Balancing 15 million Skittles on 15 
million toothpicks while juggling 15 
million blenders to celebrate 15 
million of you guys! none 7,663 1,014 2,547 
13-
Feb 
Bought my roses a dozen roses so 
they'd feel the love too. none 16,926 1,366 4,751 
14-
Feb 
Picking out all the red Skittles for 
you today, Valentine. none 14,513 990 3,893 
15-
Feb 
Ladies and gentlemen, mermaids 
and mermen, WE HAVE A WINNER! 
Trale Lewous is about to have a 
Skittles Vending Machine delivered 
to his house! Check out his amazing 
entry: http://on.fb.me/eeYOFK link 3,894 399 1,178 
16-
Feb 
Say “Oh Hai” to our newest Skittles 
flavor – SKITTLES BLENDERS! 
Blend the Rainbow! Taste the 
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Red Bull     




comments Value  
18-
Jan Hear how Carissa Moore 
managed a successful rookie 
year and graduated high 
school. http://win.gs/dNdp0h link 140 27 55 
19-
Jan 
Highlights of Canada's Kyle 
Croxall's win this weekend @ 
the first stop of the Red Bull 
Crashed Ice World 
Championship in Munich. 
http://win.gs/fso0ZX video 2,353 125 596 
20-
Jan @redbullf1spy just let it slip 
that we'll be unveiling our 2011 
F1 car the RB7 on February 1st 
at 8:30AM in Valencia... photo 3,391 254 932 
21-
Jan 
lindsey vonn won the Super-G 
in Cortina today! photo/link 2,560 145 657 
22-
Jan 
Our 1,000th video upload on 
You Tube was shot in 1,000 
frames per second: 
http://win.gs/gBLju5 video 5,500 342 1,442 
26-
Jan 
the Oakley Sender at Rampage 
was ridiculous. 
http://win.gs/h2fQO7 video 4,089 213 1,031 
27-
Jan Live from Italy: lindsey vonn 
talks about her knee injury, 
relationships, and skiing life: 
http://win.gs/gbvBVY video 117 12 35 
28-
Jan Want to watch James Stewart 
race tomorrow from his 
personal suite w/his fam? 
Here's how blue body paint & 3 
friends can get you there: 
http://win.gs/hX35O3 video 103 18 39 
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28-
Jan Congrats to Red Bull rider John 
Jackson for Winning "Rider of 
the Year" & "Video Part of the 
Year" Tonight at the 
TransWorld SNOWboarding 
Riders Poll Awards! n/a 3,071 273 887 
29-
Jan 
Red Bull athletes are killin' it in 
Business Week's 100 most 
powerful athletes of 2011. 
Congrats to Shaun White, 
lindsey vonn, Rajon Rondo and 
all the rest! 
http://win.gs/fDjfM1 link 203 36 77 
30-
Jan 
Four-peat!!! Congratulations to 
Shaun White taking Gold on 
the Super Pipe at the Winter X 
Games.  1,194 139 1,393 
1-
Feb 
Hey F1 fans, meet the RB7! 
Good luck to the Red Bull 
Racing crew! 
http://win.gs/eDO60y video 4,445 248 1,137 
2-
Feb 
Our F1 team is so retro right 
now. http://win.gs/hIqGD video 2,453 98 589 
2-
Feb 
Episode 5 of Red Bull Winch 
Sessions kills it! 
http://win.gs/i2RRDc video 3,618 181 905 
3-
Feb 
Here's the first track footage of 
the RB7 from testing in 
Valencia. http://win.gs/hQoudX video 2,940 167 755 
4-
Feb 
Best. Remix. Ever. Drop in on 
the original: 
http://win.gs/exk16o Then get 
pitted by the remix: 
http://win.gs/gC5q2i link 1,646 144 473 
4-
Feb 
 Not down for a Las Vegas 
Spring Break? How about 
South Padre with Snoop Dogg 
plus ... who? Vid: 
http://win.gs/SoundclashSnoop 
#RBsoundclash video 182 26 62 
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5-
Feb 
The second round of Red Bull 
Crashed Ice World 
Championship 2011 is OPEN!!! 
Valkenburg (NED)!! Stay tuned 
- live webcast now @ 
www.redbull.tv link 2,059 132 544 
6-
Feb 
Red Bull Crashed Ice 
Valkenburg highlights from 
yesterday's race. 
http://win.gs/goPfpu video 2,157 152 583 
7-
Feb 3.19 &20 Red Bull 
音樂學院之臺灣體驗記熱烈報名中, 
有興趣的音樂人動作要快喔!!! link 1,382 239 515 
8-
Feb Shaka: Awesome vids featuring 
Carlos Burle, Ramon Navarro, 
Maya Gabeira & other Big 
Wave riders chasing swells 
around the Pacific: 
http://win.gs/fOG9kk link 1,285 93 350 
9-
Feb Youngest Red Bull NASCAR 
driver, Cole Whitt is on Sirius 
Nascar Radio: Sirius 128/XM 
128 at 12pm EST to talk about 
his 2011 Truck Series ride. 
http://win.gs/eIuYEl link 70 9 23 
10-
Feb 
Need an excuse to hit Sin City 
for Spring Break? How about 
Cee Lo Green vs. The Ting 
Tings on 3/12 for Red Bull 
Soundclash Las Vegas? 
http://win.gs/RBsoundclash link 233 37 84 
11-
Feb Calling all Cali snowboarders. 
Come out to Red Bull Butter 
Cup - Bear Mountain Resort 
today. If your making the drive 
remember Highway 330 is 
closed. Use Highway 38 or 18. 
See you there! link 26 5 10 
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11-
Feb Applications are now being 
accepted for Red Bull Soapbox 
Race Los Angeles! Grab some 
friends and prepare for the 
time of your lives, here's a 
little inspiration. Apply now: 
http://win.gs/hVtqJl video 159 27 59 
12-
Feb 
BMX and F1 footage from 
Valencia in this week's Bullet 
Points http://win.gs/h3YXX8 video 3,129 203 829 
12-
Feb 
Here is what a full day at home 
surfing Jaws looks like for Ian 
Walsh. http://win.gs/eS1uCr link 195 28 67 
13-
Feb 
‎Joey Brezinski's new Cliché 
deck looks delicious. 
http://win.gs/i4X6nK video 1,350 113 383 
14-
Feb 
Chat live with F1 Champion 
Sebastian Vettel today from 
12:30 - 13:00 CET at 
http://www.redbull.it/ link 1,427 120 405 
15-
Feb 
Red Bull Dirt Pipe 2011 
Highlights are up! 
http://win.gs/fPzgcr video 1,662 84 416 
16-
Feb 
Time to put on your gnarly 
boots, The Art of Flight Trailer 
just dropped. 
http://win.gs/hcyxFK video 3,575 232 947 
	  
